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Economic theory predicts that agents work harder if they believe in
the mission of the organization.We conduct a real-effort experiment
with workers whose mission preferences are known, randomly as-
signing them to organizations with clear missions to create both
matches and mismatches. Our estimates suggest that matching is a
strong motivator, especially compared to mismatches. Further, we
find that performance pay increases effort, though mostly among
mismatched workers who substitute pay for matching. Our results
suggest the importance of defining a clearmission to anorganization
and highlight the significance of sorting, screening, and compensa-
tion policies.

I. Introduction

Organizations, both for-profit and not-for-profit, have embraced the no-
tion of having amission.Mission statements are seen as a way to clarify ðand
perhaps advertiseÞ the role the organization sees itself fulfilling in society.
However, they may also be a way to attract workers whose enthusiasm for
the mission translates into higher job satisfaction and greater effort. The
Gallup Corporation polled workers in the United States and found that
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employees who felt their job was important due to their employer’s mission
were more engaged and productive ðEllingwood 2001; Harter et al. 2006Þ.
While this result comes as no surprise to many, given the underlying selec-
tion process, it is actually quite hard to identify the pure effect of a “mission
match.” Controlling for sorting, exactly how much more productive are
workers who believe in the organization’s mission?
Although well-matched workers may be a boon for any organization,

during tight labor markets, it is unlikely that all workers sort perfectly into
organizations based on their mission preferences. Workers without alter-
natives may join organizations with little regard to the mission. In addition,
an organization’s mission may change over time, leading to a misalignment
with workers’ preferences.1 As the Gallup poll also found, workers who are
unmotivated by the organization’s mission are more than four times less
likely to believe that they are paid fairly. In the case of thesemismatches, can
increases in traditional financial incentives make up for the motivational
deficit? If pay is linked to performance, will even “mismatched” employees
work hard?
Neither of these questions has been completely addressed in the empirical

literature, but the idea that worker preferences for an organization’s mission
can lead to sorting, screening, and higher effort has been addressed con-
ceptually. Francois ð2000Þwas an early theoretical contribution that showed
that “public service motivation” could lead workers to provide more effort,
even in organizations with low-powered financial incentives. Akerlof and
Kranton ð2005Þ focus on the motivational importance of “identity” and
conclude that employers who can align worker identities with the mission
goals of the organization can benefit from hard-working employees, again
even with “low-powered” incentives that do not link pay to performance.
The contribution that directly motivates our study is Besley and Ghatak

ð2005Þ. Here, focusing on “mission-oriented” workers, the authors show
that when workers are matched to organizations with which they share a
common mission, financial and mission preferences are substitutes. While
matchedworkers will work hard for the mission often despite little financial
incentive to do so, to elicit effort from mismatched workers ðor those who
are just uninspired by the missionÞ, organizations must rely on “high-
powered” incentives ðe.g., piece rates or commissionsÞ. While the existing
literature has focused, almost exclusively, onhowmission preferences can be
used to screen and sort workers ðsee Banuri and Keefer 2012; Dur and
Zoutenbier 2014Þ, we focus on estimating the motivational effect of mission

1 For example, the priorities and goals of government agencies change as new
administrations are voted in, and this can easily affect the motivation of tenured
bureaucrats. See also Greg Smith’s editorial in the New York Times ðSmith 2012Þ
discussing Goldman Sachs’s increasing focus on profits over clients’ interest as his
reason for leaving the firm.
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matchoneffort, an effect that does not have tobefiltered through the process
of employment selection.2

We conduct a real-effort lab experiment to identify the effects of mis-
sions on worker productivity and to examine the extent to which missions
and financial incentives are substitutes when motivating workers. We
conduct a large survey of college students to measure individual mission
preferences. From this pool, we recruit workers to participate in a real-
effort lab experiment. In the experiment, workers are randomly assigned
to one of two organizations; each organization has a well-known mission,
and the mission of each organization is diametrically opposed to that of
the other.3 Workers, based on their assignment to each organization, are
classified as mission matched ðmismatchedÞ—when the worker’s mission
preference aligns ðmisalignsÞ with the organization. All workers perform
a task that generates an amount of output, our measure of worker produc-
tivity. In addition, we randomly assign compensation, where workers are
given either a fixedwage or a fixedwage plus high-powered incentives ðpiece
ratesÞ.
Our first two results are that missions and incentives have strong effects

on worker productivity; both results are consistent with contemporary
personnel economics. Workers who are mission matched produce 72%
more output than mismatched workers. This result is driven by changes
in both the extensive and intensive margins; mission matching leads to a
33 percentage point increase in choosing to work and a 19% increase in
output ðconditional on workingÞ. While it is not surprising that missions
matter, themagnitudeof the effect is large; onematchedworker is equivalent
to about 1.7 mismatched workers. We also find that workers offered in-
centives increased their output by 35% on average.
Our third result is perhaps the most interesting. We find that incentives

have differential effects depending on whether a worker is well matched or
not. For those who are matched, piece rates increased productivity by a
modest 13%,while for thosewho aremismatched, piece rates induce an 86%
increase in output. In fact, these high-powered incentives canmake upmore
than two-thirds of the productivity lost due to a poor match. These results
suggest that high-powered incentives can substitute ðalbeit imperfectlyÞ for
mission matching between workers and employers.

2 The sorting process involves workers deciding which organizations to apply to
for employment, choosing whether to work or not if an offer of employment is
made, and if a worker chooses not to work, deciding whether to seek employment
at another organization. In our study, workers are limited to choosing whether to
work or not for an organization that is randomly selected for them.

3 Examples of this are found in gun control ðNational Rifle Association vs.
Educational Fund to Stop Gun ViolenceÞ, abortion ðAmericans United for Life
vs. NARAL Pro-Choice America FoundationÞ, and marriage ðFreedom to Marry
vs. Institute for Marriage and Public PolicyÞ.
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Our study contributes to the nascent literature estimating the implica-
tions of organizations having clear missions. In a chosen-effort lab envi-
ronment, Fehrler and Kosfeld ð2014Þ find an increase in effort among
mission-motivatedworkers only once firms can screenworkers by offering
less financially attractive contracts. If screening is not possible, partici-
pants still chose higher efforts when doing so ultimately benefits a charity,
but the increment is not significant. This finding resembles that of Tonin
and Vlassopoulos ð2010, 2015Þ, who conduct real-effort experiments online
and find small mission effort premia, which are driven to a large extent by
female participants. In another chosen-effort experiment, Gerhards ð2012Þ
finds that mission-motivated agents work harder but that principals fail
to realize that they can reduce their monetary incentives once they have
attracted mission-motivated workers. A key difference between these stud-
ies and ours is that our study utilizes a real-effort task that is directly tied
to the success of the organization. Instead of asking participants to donate
a portion of their earnings to a charity like previous experiments, our design
is distinctive because participants were asked to work directly for the mis-
sion. Our workers produce tangible output that unambiguously helps
advance the mission of the organization.4

Our results have implications for human resource policies at many or-
ganizations, those with clear missions and those that seek to clarify their
missions.5 First, we determine that although matches help average pro-
ductivity considerably, it is mismatches that may have the largest impli-
cations for the performance of an organization. Using our measure of a
worker’s intensity of preferences, we generate a group that is relatively un-
motivated by missions and find that matching increases productivity 23%
compared to this “no-match” group, while mismatched workers produced
43% less than the no-matches. As a result, the productivity gap between
matched and mismatched workers is large, and the lesson is clear—while
agents sorting on the mission can help an organization substantially, not
screening to prevent mismatches might hurt productivity even more. Sec-
ond, for those organizations that might have a hard time screening workers
based on their mission preferences, there is some good news, at least for

4 Besley and Ghatak ð2005, 617Þ note that “donating our income earned in the
market to an organization that pursues a mission that we care about is likely to be an
imperfect substitute for joining and working in it,” a hypothesis recently confirmed
in Brown, Meer, andWilliams ð2013Þ.

5 Missions are not limited to organizations that provide public goods. Many for-
profit organizations also have mission statements. Whether the principals of these
organizations derive any nonpecuniary benefit from these missions is unknown.
Some for-profit organizations may choose missions to minimize labor costs, while
others may have founders who do sincerely believe in the mission. Regardless of
the underlying motivation of why organizations choose their mission, it is still the
case that the workers may be motivated to increase effort if they agree with the
mission.
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those organizations that have relatively deep pockets. It does appear that
workers respond to high-powered financial incentives, especially those who
are mismatched. Third, we find no evidence that incentives crowd out
intrinsic motivation due to mission matching ðà la Bowles and Polania-
Reyes ½2012�Þ; while incentives have a more muted effect for those who are
matched, there is still some incremental increase in productivity when
matched workers receive incentives.
We proceed in Section II by presenting a conceptual framework that

makes explicit our hypotheses about how mission match, the intensity of
one’s mission preferences, and financial incentives should affect participa-
tion and effort. This simplemodel alsodictated our studydesign and the data
that we collected. In Section III, we discuss our study design, including our
designchoices, themethodofmissionpreference elicitation thatweused, and
our real-effort experiment. In Section IV, we present our results and provide
our empirical analysis. We offer a few concluding remarks in Section V.

II. Conceptual Framework

We develop a simple framework to examine the effects that bothmission
matching andpecuniary incentives have on aworker’s productivity.Weuse
the standard principal-agent paradigm, where the principal offers a wage
contract and the agent ðworkerÞ decides how much effort, e, to exert. A
formal exposition can be found in appendix A.1; appendix A is available
online. Below we summarize the key intuition and predictions.
The agent receives both a fixed wage ðwÞ and a performance incentive

ðpÞ, so assuming effort and output are synonymous, the agent’s standard
linear contract entitles her tow1 pe. As is also standard, agent effort is both
costly ðCðeÞ; Ce > 0Þ and increasingly so ðCee > 0Þ.
Motivated by Besley and Ghatak ð2005Þ, agents with “mission pref-

erences” receive utility increments from two sources if they work for the
right principal ði.e., one engaged in the agent’s preferredmissionÞ. First, just
exerting effort for one’s preferredmission increases utilityMðeÞ andMe> 0,
but the process exhibits diminishing returnsMee < 0. Second, we allow for
differences in the intensity of agent mission preferences, denoted g. In this
case, agents who believe more strongly in the mission supported by the
principal will also receive more utility ðMðgÞ; Mg > 0Þ, but this effect di-
minishes too ði.e., Mgg < 0Þ. We assume that our framework subsumes the
standard principal-agent model when g 5 0. That is, Mðe, gÞ 5 0 if g 5 0.
Finally, we assume some interaction between these two forces: diminishing
returns to effort set in later for those agents with more intense mission
preferences ði.e., Meg > 0Þ.
Because not all principal-agent dyads will be characterized by a com-

mon mission, we use v ∈ {21,1} to separate matches, v 5 1, when an
agent’s mission preferences align with the principal, from mismatches, and
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v521, when an agent has mission preferences that are at odds with the
principal’s. In other words, while our matched workers enjoy providing
effort to somedegree, ourmismatches findwork evenmore onerous because
they are working for the wrong cause. We see matching andmismatching as
proximate causes for changes in motivation. The ultimate drivers of these
changes could work through various channels, including moral conviction
ðSkitka,Baumanm, andSagis 2005Þ, intrinsicmotivation for theoutputof the
work ðas discussed in Besley and Ghatak ½2005�Þ, warm glow ðAndreoni
1989Þ, and cognitive consistency/dissonance theory ðFestinger 1962Þ.6
Putting this all together, our agent’s mission utility is summarized as

vMðe, gÞ. If helpful, one can think of vMðe, gÞ as either attenuating the cost
of effort when the agent is well matched with the principal’s mission or
adding to it when the agent is mismatched. The agent, therefore, chooses
an effort level e* that maximizes the utility function

UðeÞ5 ðw1 peÞ1 vMðe; gÞ2CðeÞ; ð1Þ
and the first-order condition, p1 vMe 5Ce, highlights that both the piece
rate ð pÞ and mission matching ðvÞ will determine an agent’s level of effort.
Our agents also have outside options that generate reservation utilities,

U. We assume a continuous distribution of reservation utilities and that
principals do not know an agent’s reservation utility before making a wage
offer. Since our focus is on the agent, we allow principals to make a single
contract offer, and the agent will work if Uðe*Þ >U, that is, when the fa-
miliar participation constraint is satisfied.
We first examine the effects of mission matching. The impact on effort

is clear from ð1Þ. For any offered contract ðw, pÞ, an agent exerts greater
effort when matched compared to when mismatched e*v51

> e*v521. Because
matching results in greater utility U e*v51ð Þ >U e*v521ð Þ, it must also be the
case that matches are more likely to satisfy the participation constraint.
Matching should thus affect both the intensivemargin ðincreasing e*Þ and the
extensive margin ðincreasing the probability thatUðe*Þ >UÞ.
Turning to incentives, in our formulation, financial incentives will lead

to increases in an agent’s effort de*=dp > 0ð Þ, both for matches and mis-
matches.7 Since, ceteris paribus, incentives increase utility, they must also
increase the probability that the contract offer satisfies the participation
constraint.

6 Workers may also be motivated by the task itself ðDelgaauw and Dur 2008Þ;
however, this is unlikely in our case. See Sec. III for details of the task.

7 We see our mission utility as potentially a component of intrinsic motivation.
As a result, financial incentives could theoretically crowd out this utility and result
in lower effort levels with a different set-up ðBenabou and Tirole 2003Þ. However,
this is not the case in our model, and, despite the mounting evidence of crowding
recently reviewed by Bowles and Polania-Reyes ð2012Þ, this is not what we find in
the data.
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As with matching, incentives will lead to increases on both the intensive
and extensive margins. What is notable is that our framework predicts that
incentiveswill have a stronger effect on both the effort ofmismatched agents
ði.e., de*ðv52 1Þ=dp > de*ðv51Þ=dpÞ and on whether the participation
constraint is satisfied ðsee appendix A.1 online for the detailsÞ. Part of the
intuition for the differential effect of incentive pay is that, given that the
utility function is additively separable, we can think of agents as having a
common cost of effort function but different benefits from working, ones
that depend on thematch. Because they accruemore benefits fromworking,
matched workers find themselves further along the cost curve than mis-
matched workers and therefore must consider larger marginal costs when
deciding whether to contribute a bit more effort as the piece rate increases.
Finally, we expect that the intensity of mission preferences will affect ef-

fort levels. For matches, greater intensity leads to greater effort de*ðv5 1Þ=
dg > 0, while the opposite is the case for mismatches de*ðv521Þ=dg < 0.
The intuition is simple: those who really care about a mission will work
harder when matched, while those who care but are mismatched will
strenuously resist working. As before, we expect the intensity of pref-
erences to affect the extensive margin too; greater intensity will lead to an
increased likelihood of working for matches and a decreased likelihood
for mismatches.
To summarize, we expect both matching and incentives to increase an

agent’s effort level and the probability that the agent engages in work at
all. While these predicted effects are mostly straightforward, our formu-
lation also yields a few more subtle insights. In particular, high-powered
financial incentives should have stronger effects on mismatched agents,
and matching should have greater effects on agents with strong pref-
erences.

III. Study Design

A. Overview

Our study was designed with three primary goals in mind. First, given
that the focus of the previous work in this area has been on the effect of
mission matches ðGerhards 2012; Fehrler and Kosfeld 2014Þ, we thought
it would be useful to create a situation closer to our conceptual framework
in which we could assess the impact of both matches and mismatches.
Although some workers accrue benefits from being in a job with which
they match well, others may suffer through a similar job because they do
not believe in the organization’s mission. We are interested in how much
effort is enhanced or dispirited depending on the quality of the match.
Second, we wanted to assess the potential impact of financial incentives on
the efforts of matched and mismatched workers—the obvious question
here is whether incentive pay could overcome any blunting of motivation
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caused by a poor match. Third, we decided to focus on the pure causal
effects of mission match and financial incentives on effort, not the ef-
fects that might have to be filtered through the ðpotentially interestingÞ
process of job or worker selection. Together, these three criteria lead to
the random assignment of workers to a simple two-by-two factorial design:
mission match versus mismatch crossed with weak versus strong financial
incentives.
We decided to use the real-effort paradigm because it would generate

conservative estimates of any treatment effects. Considering the trade-
offs, Van Dijk, Sonnemans, andWinden ð2001Þwere among the earliest to
notice that treatment effects discovered in chosen-effort experiments
tended to be considerably smaller in real-effort experiments, consistent
with the idea that intrinsically motivated participants work hard, often
regardless of the incentives. Their results suggest that if one uses similar
chosen-effort experiments as a baseline, team members shirk much less
than expected and tournaments extract less additional effort compared to
piece rates than onemight have expected. Similarly,Gneezy andList ð2006Þ
find muted effects of reciprocity in a real-effort gift exchange setting, and
Hennig-Schmidt, Sadrieh, and Rockenbach ð2010Þ find no effect on effort
of substantial wage increases in a data entry field study.
Similarly, we thought we could improve the external validity of our

results by utilizing naturally occurring preferences for a mission and by
making the real-effort task similar to what many workers in our chosen
sector actually do. Not only is it more natural, and perhaps less invasive, to
measure the home-grown preferences for a particular mission than it is to
try to create them, it might also be difficult to reliably construct mission
preferences. Eckel andGrossman ð2005Þ, for example, illustrate how hard it
is to prime teammates with a common mission. As for the task itself, we
settled on clerical work for an organization, the type of work often associ-
ated with entry-level positions. In this way our task is more natural and
representative than other related experiments in which participants earn
money that they can then donate to an organization. Further, the task yields
an unambiguousmeasure of output,which, given the simplicity of thework,
we take as a proxy for effort.
All of our design choices culminated in the following experiment,

which piggybacked on the 2012 presidential election in the United States.
Our study design is illustrated in figure 1. Right after the students re-
turned to campus in early September, we sent out a web survey to record
their political preferences and the intensity of those preferences. We used
the preference data to type our potential participants. Approximately
2 weeks later ðso as to minimize any links between the survey and our
experimentÞ, we began bringing students to the lab to do a letter-stuffing
experiment. In a first round, all participants stuffed fund-raising letters
into envelopes for the college to assess their ability. In a second round,
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participants were randomly assigned to stuff campaign letters for one of
the two major party candidates ðObama or RomneyÞ. The letters were
addressed to actual independent voters in Ohio ðan important swing state
in the electionÞ. Because the student preferences skewedDemocratic at the
college, to assure balance, prior to their arrival in the lab, we used a unique
but anonymous identifier ðpostal box numbers on campusÞ to stratify our
participants and assure equal numbers of matches and mismatches for the
two preference groups. Overlaying the matching, we also randomly as-
signed financial incentives. After working for a candidate in one of the
four cells of our design, the experiment ended for the participants with
another brief survey and payments. We now expand on each aspect of the
experiment.

B. Agent Mission Preferences

In our study, the political preferences of respondents represent the
agent’s mission preferences. To measure political preferences, a baseline
survey was conducted where respondents were asked for their voter re-
gistration status ðif registered and party affiliationÞ, which major party
candidate ðObama vs. RomneyÞ they would vote for, and whether they
had a preference for who would win the election. In addition, using the
same question that is on the American National Election Studies survey
ðANES 2012Þ, we asked respondents where they would place themselves
on the following 7-point Likert scale:8

Strong
Democrat Democrat

Lean
Democrat Independent

Lean
Republican Republican

Strong
Republican

ð1Þ ð2Þ ð3Þ ð4Þ ð5Þ ð6Þ ð7Þ

FIG. 1.—The study design

8 In appendix A.3 online, we present the distribution of political preferences for
the entire sample of survey respondents.
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Based on the response to this question, we classified participants as Dem-
ocrats if they describe themselves as a strong Democrat, a Democrat, or
someone who leans Democrat, and we classified participants as Repub-
licans if they describe themselves as a strong Republican, a Republican, or
someone who leans Republican. To test whether these classifications rep-
resent actual policy choices, we examine the correlation between being
classified as a Democrat and agreement with a range of policy statements
developed by Pew Research ðPEW 2012Þ. We find that our party classifi-
cation is strongly correlated with the role that government should take on
issues such as taxation, environmental regulation, social safety nets, im-
migration, health care, abortion, and labor unions ðsee online appendix
table A.2Þ.
As suggested in Section II, we hypothesize that in addition to having

clear campaign preferences, participants will vary in the intensity of these
preferences. For example, although two individuals might both report be-
ing a Democrat, one might be more passionate about the party’s mission
than the other. To measure the intensity of our respondent’s political pref-
erences, we ran a version of the dictator game similar to that used in Car-
penter and Myers ð2010Þ. Respondents were given an endowment of $100
that they could split with the campaign of a major party candidate. They
were told that once the survey was finished we would randomly pick five
people and enact their choices. Respondents first picked between “Obama,”
“Romney,” and “I do notwant to allocate anymoney andwill keep the $100
for myself.” Conditional on picking either candidate, they then input the
amount that should be sent to the candidate’s campaign and, implicitly, the
amount they wished to keep. It was understood that the amounts kept
would be sent anonymously to the campus mailboxes of the randomly
selected respondents. We use the amounts sent to either candidate as a
measure of the intensity of mission preferences.9

C. Principal Missions

In previous studies, the organization or principal had a mission that
resulted in the direct provision of a collective good. In our study, the
organization ðpolitical partyÞ will campaign to elect public officials that
will be charged with not only providing collective goods but also deciding
whether they should be provided in the first place. For instance, Demo-
crats support the provision of health insurance by the government, while
the Republicans believe that the government should have a minimal role
in providing health insurance coverage ðGrassley 2009Þ. There are other
stark differences between the two parties, which broadly generalize on the
level of taxation and expenditures. Several studies have demonstrated re-
lationships between party control of government and taxes, health care

9 The results of the political dictator game are summarized in online appendixA.3.
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spending, family assistance, worker’s compensation, and overall ex-
penditures ðGrogan 1994; Besley and Case 2003; Reed 2006Þ.
For mission alignment to matter, not only must there be actual differ-

ences between the two political parties, agents must perceive these differ-
ences. In our sample, 99% answered “yes” when asked, “Are there im-
portant differences in what Republicans and Democrats stand for?” In
addition, a vast majority of our respondents answered the following party-
specific questions correctly: “Which candidate supports restricting access
to abortion?” “Which candidate supports raising taxes on incomes over
$250,000?” “Which candidate supports allowing many illegal immigrants
who were brought to the U.S. as children to remain in the country?” and
“Which candidate opposes allowing gays and lesbians to marry legally?”
Finally, weworried that participantswould not only vary in their political

preferences but would also vary in where they believed each candidate
should be placed on the spectrum.We asked respondents ðusing the method
of Krupka and Weber ½2013�Þ where they thought the “average American”
would place both candidates on the same 7-point scale. Fortunately, our
worries were misplaced—there was near unanimity on the placement of the
two candidates: 95% labeledObama a “Democrat” or a “strongDemocrat”
and 94% labeled Romney as a “Republican” or a “strong Republican.” Fur-
ther, one’s own political orientation did not predict how one labeled the two
candidates.

D. Matching, Incentives, and Balance

We ran 12 experimental sessions with 207 participants. We exogenously
varied mission alignment between agents and principals by randomly as-
signing study participants to work for either the Obama campaign or the
Romney campaign. Individuals classified as a Democrat ðRepublicanÞ and
randomly matched with the Obama ðRomneyÞ campaign are considered
mission matched, while those assigned to the opposite campaign are con-
sidered mismatched.10

Each session was randomized into one of three financial incentive
treatments: a base pay of $20 for 15 minutes of production, the base pay
plus a piece rate of $0.50 per completed letter, or the base plus $1.00 per
completed letter. Because behavior is not statistically different between
the two strong incentive treatments, we collapsed them to simplify the
analysis and compare low-powered incentives ði.e., the base wage onlyÞ
to high-powered incentives ði.e., base plus any piece rateÞ; however,

10 Of course, it is not realistic for campaign workers to volunteer for the oppo-
sition; however, our study should be viewed as a “mechanism experiment” ðLud-
wig, Kling, and Mullainathan 2011Þ, one that examines the causal mechanisms by
whichmission alignment and financial incentives affect effort ðremoving the effects
of selectionÞ rather than a “policy experiment” on staffing a political campaign.
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in online appendix table A.8, we show that disaggregating the data by the
three incentive treatments does not affect our results.
In table 1, we compare baseline characteristics between those who are

matched and mismatched ðcols. 1–3Þ and compare those receiving the base
pay to those receiving the base pay plus incentives ðcols. 4–6Þ. To measure
intrinsic motivation, we ask how much effort on a scale from 0 to 10 a
respondentwould exert for aminimumwage job.Reassuringly, thismeasure
appears balanced across the cells.
One concern that might arise from the experiment is that the workers

who were randomly matched or selected to receive high-powered in-
centives also, by bad luck, have greater natural ability to address and stuff
envelopes. To account for this, we first ran the “ability” round, where
participants addressed and stuffed fundraising letters for the college.11 We
can see in table 1 that in the ability round the number of letters completed
between participants in the mismatch and matched groups are relatively
similar. There is a slight difference, however, between the low-incentive
and high-incentive groups that is statistically significant at the 5% level.
The first thing to note is that it appears that participants in the high-
incentive group have slightly lower ability, which goes against us finding
any effects of incentives on productivity. Second, when we control for
ability in our analysis, the effects of matching and high-powered incentives
are virtually unchanged. Finally, when we examine the change in output
between the ability round and the production round, we find that both
matching and incentives have strong and significant effects on changes in
output.
Overall, our sample across the various treatment groups appears bal-

anced on observables. Comparing thematch andmismatch groups, we find
no differences that are statistically significant ðout of 15 comparisonsÞ and
just one significant difference between the base and incentive groups.12

E. Session Protocol

At the beginning of each session, participants signed in using their
campus postal box number and received a packet containing instructions,
letters, envelopes, and address lists, divided into two sealed bundles ðthe

11 Of course, we were concerned that the students were matched with the col-
lege’s mission, so in the initial survey, we asked the following: “Included as part of
Middlebury’s CollegeMission Statement is: ‘We strive to engage students’ capacity
for rigorous analysis and independent thought within a wide range of disciplines
and endeavors, and to cultivate the intellectual, creative, physical, ethical, and social
qualities essential for leadership in a rapidly changing global community.’ Do you
agree with this statement?” The vast majority ð97%Þ agreed with the statement.

12 We compare observable traits across all possible treatment combinations and
do not reject the null of the joint equality of means at conventional levels of sta-
tistical significance ðonline appendix table A.1Þ.
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experimental instructions can be found online in appendix A.4Þ. Partici-
pants were then led to work stations designed to minimize any possible
peer effects. The work stations had dividers attached to three of the four
sides, and the participants were spaced so that there was nobody directly
on either side or in front of them. Each session was divided into two parts.
In the first part of the experiment, and without any knowledge of what
would come next, participants were asked to address and stuff letters for
the college without compensation. The address list, letters, and envelopes
were contained in the first bundle. The letters were thank-you notes to do-
nors. Participants were told to see how many they could correctly com-
plete in 15 minutes. Again, we use the number of completed letters in this
part as a baseline measure of ability.
The second part of the experiment was the production task, from which

we take our output measures. The instructions informed participants that
theywould have 15minutes to address and stuff campaign letters for one of
the twomajor party candidates.13 The letters simply stated, in broad terms,
the official platform of each campaign and were taken from the campaign
websites. The address list used consisted of independent voters inHamilton

13 Participants were explicitly told: “You will have 15 minutes to produce as
many letters as you like. How hard you work is completely up to you.”

FIG. 2.—Worker output ðby treatmentÞ. A color version of this figure is avail-
able online.
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County, Ohio, a contested county in an important swing state. This list,
along with the campaign letters and envelopes, were contained in the sec-
ond bundle.
At the completion of the production phase of the experiment, par-

ticipants collected their work while we handed out a survey. The brief
follow-up survey asked a number of the same political preference questions
as our baseline survey to look for mission preference stability. Indeed,
preferences were stable—treating the scale cardinally, the correlation be-
tween pre- and post-experiment political preferences is high ðr 5 .9, p <
.01Þ. The session ended with participants being paid, one at a time. The
average earning was $25.74 for sessions that took about an hour.

IV. Empirical Analysis

A. Overview of Data

Our analysis focuses on our effort proxy—the number of campaign
letters produced in the 15-minute production phase, where workers are
randomly matched to a political campaign and a pay scheme. Before for-
mally estimating the effects of matching and incentives, we present a
summary of themain average treatment effects ðalongwith 95%confidence
intervalsÞ in figure 2. Comparing the first bar to the second and the third to
the fourth confirms a large and statistically significant difference in output
between matched and mismatched workers. Overall, matched workers
produce an average of 15.63 letters compared to 9.07 letters formismatched
workers, or an increase of over six units ði.e., 72%Þ due to matching.
However, the figure also suggests that the effect of matching is stronger
when the incentives are not strong: the difference is 8.32 units for partici-
pants paid just the fixed wage and 4.82 units when a piece rate is added.
Considering incentives further, we also find that workers respond well to
performance pay. Comparing the first bar to the third and the second to the
fourth indicates that incentives also have a statistically significant effect on
output, though mismatches appear to react more to the piece rate. The
overall effect of the incentives is also considerable: the average output
increases by 35% ðfrom 10.49 letters with base wages to 14.18 with in-
centivesÞ. Here the effect of the piece rate depends on the match: mis-
matched workers who receive the piece rate increase output by 5.42 units,
while the match increment is just 1.92 units. As predicted in Section II, the
muted response of the matches could be a sort of “ceiling effect”—they are
already working so hard that the cost of additional effort is much greater
than it is for the mismatches.14

14 As one reviewer pointed out, mismatched workers could have also produced
negative output by sabotaging their product. After the experiment was completed,
we checkedwhether each envelope had a valid address and contained a letter, andwe
held each envelope up to a light to see if there was any unauthorized writing on the
letter. We discovered only one instance of sabotage—one mismatched worker ðout
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Given our theoretical predictions, we examine both whether or not a
participant produced any campaign letters ði.e., the extensive marginÞ and,
conditional on producing something, how much was produced ðthe in-
tensive marginÞ. In figure 3, we present the distributions of output by
treatment. The first thing to notice is that matching has a strong effect on
the extensive margin. Between 25% and 45% of participants produce
nothing when they are mismatched, while there is just one instance of
producing nothing among the matches. The incentives also appear to mat-
ter, especially for themismatches. Here the incidence of producing nothing
falls almost in half, and there are many more observations of output in the
middle of the observed range. For the matches, mean output appears to
increase slightly when incentives are used, but the big effect seems to be a
reduction in the variance of output.

B. Estimating Equation

We estimate the following model using least squares:

Outputi 5 a1 b1Matchi 1 b2Incentivei

1 b3Matchi � Incentivei 1X
0
il1 εi;

ð2Þ

FIG. 3.—The distribution of output by treatment

of 207Þ appeared to produce just one letter but on that letter the worker added
comments encouraging the reader to consider the other candidate. Instead of
crediting this worker with one unit of output, the worker was counted as having
produced zero.
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where Outputi is the number of campaign letters completed during the
session ðor, when we examine the extensive margin, Outputi is an indi-
cator for whether any output is producedÞ; Matchi is an indicator, taking
the value of one when the worker is mission matched; and Incentivei is
another indicator, taking the value of one when the worker is assigned in-
centives ði.e., the base pay plus a piece rateÞ. The interaction termMatchi �
Incentivei picks up any differential effects of incentives on those that are
matched. The vector X

0
includes ability ðthe number of college letters

completed in the first part of the sessionÞ, political preferences, gender,
ethnicity, effort an individual would exert if working for minimum wage,
whether an individual was born in the United States, and whether the
individual is a registered voter.

C. Effects of Matching

Table 2 presents estimates for the effects of mission match on output. In
column 1, we find results similar to what we saw in figure 2; matching
leads to an increase of 72% in output compared to mismatches. These
effects are similar when we control for ability and the set of individual
characteristics ðcol. 2Þ. There could be two reasons for these large effects:
matches are more willing to work for their campaigns ðsince they believe
in the missionÞ or they simply work harder when matched. We therefore
examine the effects of matching on both the extensive and intensive mar-
gin to disaggregate the result. We find that matching increases the prob-
ability of working by 33 percentage points, which is a 56% increase
compared to participation rates of 66% in the mismatched group ðcols. 3–
4Þ. Matching leads to changes on the intensive margin as well. Conditional
on working ðcol. 6Þ, matching is associated with a 19% increase in output.

Table 2
Effects of Mission Match on Output

Output Extensive Margin Intensive Margin

ð1Þ ð2Þ ð3Þ ð4Þ ð5Þ ð6Þ
Match 6.54*** 6.92*** .33*** .34*** 2.18*** 2.57***

ð.85Þ ð.83Þ ð.05Þ ð.05Þ ð.76Þ ð.70Þ
Ability .57*** .00 .62***

ð.17Þ ð.01Þ ð.14Þ
Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Mean of dependent

variable mismatches 9.1 .66 13.7
Observations 207 207 207 207 171 171
R2 .280 .365 .201 .215 .152 .374

NOTE.—All specifications control for incentives. Controls include political preferences, gender, how
much effort an individual would exert at a minimum wage job, and indicators if an individual is white,
born in the United States, and is a registered voter. Robust standard errors are in parentheses.

*** Significantly different from zero at 99% confidence.
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Overall, matching appears to strongly affect both the decision to work and
the level of effort exerted.
To examine the robustness of our results, we use alternative means of

classifying respondents as Democrats or Republicans. For example, we
classify respondents by which candidate they preferred to vote for and
to which political party they are registered. We find very similar results
under these alternative classifications ðsee online appendix table A.3Þ. We
also cluster our standard errors on the session level and find little change
in the precision of our estimates ðonline appendix table A.4Þ. Finally, we
examine the change in output between the production and ability rounds
and find that matching leads to large and significant increases in output
between the two ðonline appendix table A.5Þ.
The effects presented here are consistent with the theoretical model

from Section II. Agents exert more effort when the mission preferences of
workers align with those of the principals.

D. Effects of Incentives

We now turn to estimating the effects of incentives on output ðtable 3Þ.
Not surprisingly, workers respond strongly to incentives. Examining the
overall effects of incentives in column 1, we find that incentives lead to a
35% increase in output. We find that incentives increase the likelihood of

Table 3
Effects of Incentives on Output

Output Extensive Margin Intensive Margin

ð1Þ ð2Þ ð3Þ ð4Þ ð5Þ ð6Þ
Incentive 3.66*** 6.17*** .08* .15 3.08*** 6.14***

ð.84Þ ð1.48Þ ð.05Þ ð.09Þ ð.68Þ ð1.25Þ
Match 6.54*** 9.05*** .33*** .42*** 2.18*** 4.89***

ð.85Þ ð1.12Þ ð.05Þ ð.08Þ ð.76Þ ð1.14Þ
Match � incentive 24.16*** 2.15 24.21***

ð1.58Þ ð.10Þ ð1.38Þ
Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Mean dependent variable:
Base 10.5 .78 13.4
Base and mismatch 6.3 .59 10.8

Observations 207 207 207 207 171 171
R2 .280 .386 .201 .224 .152 .421
Incentive1 ðmatch �
incentiveÞ 2.01 .00 1.93

p -value .00 .92 .00

NOTE.—Controls include ability, political preferences, gender, how much effort an individual would
exert at a minimum wage job, and indicators if an individual is white, born in the United States, and is a
registered voter. Robust standard errors are in parentheses.

* Significantly different from zero at 90% confidence.
*** Significantly different from zero at 99% confidence.
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working ðcol. 3Þ by 8% and increase effort ðcol. 5Þ by 23%.Comparing the
magnitudes of the effects, we find that matching generates larger produc-
tivity gains than incentives ðcol. 1Þ. This suggests that organizations that
can screen and identify agents who have similar preferences for themission
may be able to economize on high-powered incentives.
Our conceptual framework predicted that incentives should have

stronger effects for mismatched workers ðcompared to matched workersÞ.
Comparing means, mismatched workers without incentives produce
6.33 envelopes, while those with incentives produce 11.75, a 86% increase.
By comparison, the difference shrinks to ð16.57 – 14.65Þ 1.92 envelopes,
an increase of 13%, for matched workers. In the context of table 3, we
confirm that incentives have a much larger effect on mismatches ð16.17
lettersÞ than on matches ðIncentive 1 Match � Incentive 5 12.01Þ and
that this difference is significant at the 1% level.
It also appears that incentives dramatically increase the probability of

working for mismatches ð115%Þ; however, the effect is marginally sig-
nificant ðp5 .107Þ. By comparison, incentives have very little influence on
the extensive margin for matched workers; this is not surprising since 98%
of matched workers with a base compensation decide to work. Condi-
tional on working ðcol. 6Þ, incentives again have stronger effects on mis-
matched workers ð16.14Þ compared to matched workers ð11.93Þ, and this
difference is also significant at the 1% level.
As we did in the previous subsection, we also look at the effects of

incentives on the change in output between the ability and production
rounds. We find large and significant effects of incentives on the changes
in output ðonline appendix table A.6Þ.
As noted in Section III, our study design varied the incentive payments

so that participants were randomly offered either $0.50 or $1.00 per letter.
When we examine the effects of incentives with these two piece rates
disaggregated, we find similar results. Both piece rates have positive and
significant effects on output, and they both also have stronger effects on
mismatches than on matches ðsee online appendix table A.7Þ.15
The differential effects of incentives that we find suggest two con-

siderations when designing compensation schemes. First, incentives ap-
pear to have very muted effects when workers are able to match correctly
on mission. Second, when workers are mismatched, incentives can imper-
fectly substitute for mission preferences; in other words, incentives are
able to make up a large portion of the loss in output due to mismatching.
For example, in column 2, we find that while matching leads to an increase

15 The differences between the $0.50 and $1.00 piece rate estimates are not sta-
tistically significant in any specification.
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of 9 letters, providing incentives captures 68% of this effect ðincreasing
output by 6.2 lettersÞ.
To summarize, we find that both matching and incentives have strong

effects on worker’s output, effects that reverberate along both the ex-
tensive and intensive margins. As predicted, we also find that incentives
have differential effects on output depending on the quality of the match.

E. Intensity of Preferences

Our conceptual framework suggests that the intensity of preferences
should also affect effort. Workers with stronger preferences for a mission
should work harder when matched compared to those with weaker pref-
erences. Conversely, workers with stronger preferences should exert less
effort when mismatched, compared to those with weaker preferences. In
other words, matches and mismatches should matter much more for
workers who really care about the mission. As previously described in
Section III, we measure the intensity of preferences using a dictator game,
the idea being that larger monetary contributions to a candidate indicate
stronger preferences for the candidate’s mission.16 To examine the effects
of intensity, we regress our output measures on either the actual amount
contributed or an indicator for any amount contributed separately for
matches and mismatches ðtable 4Þ.
Panel A of table 4 presents results for those workers who were matched.

We find that preference intensity has little effect on matched agent output
ðcol. 1Þ and that this holds for both the extensive and intensive margins
ðcols. 3 and 5Þ, as well as when we use an indicator to capture any positive
contribution to a candidate ðcols. 2, 4, and 6Þ.
For mismatched workers ðpanel BÞ, the intensity of preferences does

seem to matter. We find that greater intensity leads to lower output when
workers are mismatched ðcols. 1 and 2Þ. For each $10 increase in the
amount given to the preferred candidate, mismatched workers produce
0.47 fewer letters, or approximately 5% fewer letters ðmean output for
mismatched workers is 9.1 lettersÞ. Workers who gave any amount reduce
output by 31% when mismatched. These decreases in output are seen on
both the extensive and intensive margins, although many of these esti-
mates are imprecise ðcols. 3–6Þ.17

16 We find similar results when measuring the intensity of preferences using
responses to the 7-point Likert scale ðsee Sec. III.BÞ. Workers who are politically
distant to their assigned candidate produce less output; a one unit increase in po-
litical distance leads to 2.25 fewer letters produced.

17 We also examine whether there exists a nonlinear relationship between inten-
sity and output. To measure intensity, we create indicators for the following contri-
bution amounts: $1–$25, $26–$50, $51–$75, and $76–$100.While for themismatches,
wefind larger decreases in output for those contributing $51–$75 and$76–$100, these
effects are not statistically different from the other contribution amounts.
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F. Matching Upper Bounds

To this point, we consider our results estimates of an upper bound on the
effects of mission matching on productivity, since, so far, we compare
matches tomismatches, not toworkerswithoutmissionpreferences, that is,
“no-matches.” This combined effect is not small—matching increases
productivity by 72% compared to agents who are mismatched, and, con-
sistent with our results being upper bounds, previous studies find smaller
effects ðTonin and Vlassopoulos 2010, 2015; Gregg et al. 2011; Gerhards
2012; Fehrler and Kosfeld 2014Þ. Taken together, the previous studies
suggest positive but modest gains to matching, which, considering our
substantial upper-bound estimates of the total possible effect, suggests that
the disincentive effect of a mismatch must be considerable.
To parse the overall result into separate “match” and “mismatch” effects,

we use our preference intensity data from the dictator game. We classify
participants who contributed nothing to either candidate as “no-matches”
and propose that these types have either no or very weak preferences for
missions.18 Types that contribute positive amounts in the dictator game
continue to be either matched or mismatched.

18 We note that the no-match classification is not randomly assigned, and thus we
are more cautious with this set of results. For example, one might hypothesize that
those giving nothing in the dictator game might also have less income. However, we
find no statistically significant correlation between the amount given in the dictator
game and median household income for the zip code of a participant’s residence.

Table 4
Effect of Intensity of Match on Output

Output Extensive Intensive

ð1Þ ð2Þ ð3Þ ð4Þ ð5Þ ð6Þ
A. Matches:

Intensity 2.00 .00 2.03
ð.08Þ ð.00Þ ð.08Þ

Any intensity .15 .03 2.22
ð.66Þ ð.02Þ ð.57Þ

Observations 104 104 104 104 103 103
R2 .367 .368 .078 .089 .407 .408

B. Mismatches:
Intensity 2.47** 2.02 2.18

ð.23Þ ð.02Þ ð.17Þ
Any intensity 22.79* 2.16* 21.13

ð1.49Þ ð.09Þ ð1.20Þ
Observations 103 103 103 103 68 68
R2 .234 .229 .048 .055 .418 .417

NOTE.—All specifications control for incentives, ability, and political preferences. Robust standard
errors are in parentheses.

* Significantly different from zero at 90% confidence.
** Significantly different from zero at 95% confidence.
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Figure 4 shows the average treatment effects after inserting the “no-
match” reference group. We find that, overall, matching leads to a 27%
increase in output, while mismatching leads to a 43% decrease in output; it
also appears that workers respond on both the extensive and intensive
margins depending on the match ðsee online appendix table A.8Þ. The fig-
ure also suggests that incentives have similar effects for both mismatches
and no-matches. Incentives are sufficient to raise output for mismatches
to the same level as no-matches ðwith base compensationÞ, and incentives
raise output for no-matches to similar levels as the matched group of
workers ðwith base compensationÞ. This suggests that incentives are close
substitutes for mission matching.

V. Concluding Remarks

Our results dovetail nicely with the Gallup survey mentioned at the
outset. In this large survey, agents who seemed well aligned with the mis-
sion of the organization at which they worked were more engaged and
productive. Our matched agents work hard, too, and consistent with the-
ory, they seemmotivated by the mission to do so. Also consistent with the
Gallup results, our mismatched agents are both less productive and rela-

FIG. 4.—The effect of incentives on worker output. A color version of this figure
is available online.
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tively more responsive to financial incentives. What differentiates our
work, however, is that our experimental design allows us to estimate the
magnitude of these effects precisely without having to worry about the
confounding effects of selection.
In what settings would our analysis apply? Given the context of our

study, we believe our findings are applicable to settings where organiza-
tions are hiring workers performing a task that may not be personally
satisfying but the mission of the firm might make their efforts feel more
worthwhile. Examples of this type ofwork are numerous, including clerical
work, some forms of manual labor, service in the armed forces, and low-
level bureaucraticwork ði.e., processing of applicationsÞ.We note that even
if the link between an individual worker’s input and the likelihood of an
organization achieving its mission is weak, the mission still matters.19 We
believe that our findings are applicable in for-profit settings as well, since
our study focuses on the effect that themission has on theworker ðand does
not examine why or how the principal chooses the missionÞ. In these set-
tings, output is often ðat least somewhatÞ observable, so incentives can go a
long way to make up for the lack of mission-based motivation.
Because the effects that our experiment reveal are large, our study has

implications for human resource policies at any organization, even when
selection occurs. For those organizations without a clear mission state-
ment, our results confirm empirically what the management literature has
suggested for decades—write one and use it, if possible, to attract ðand
screen forÞ intrinsically motivated workers. Not only are your workers
likely to be content and productive, potentially costly, high-powered in-
centives are probably not necessary. If screening on the mission is not pos-
sible ðor not credibleÞ for the organization, our results suggest that high-
powered incentives can overcome much of the motivational deficit caused
by poor matches and that incentives do not appear to harm the motivation
of workers who are well matched.
However, it is not obvious that a lack of active screening will result in

poor matches. As Salop and Salop ð1976Þ pointed out long ago ðand dis-
cussed more recently in Lazear and Oyer ½2013�Þ, if the pay scheme, and
perhaps the mission, are crafted correctly, the firm should be able to
attract the “right” workers. In our context, the right workers are clearly
those for whom the firm’s mission is salient. While performance pay is ef-
fective ðoutput did increase by 35% overall when piece rates were addedÞ,
it is costly ðthe average cost per unit was $2.10 with piece rates and $1.72
withoutÞ, and the effect of mission alignment is much larger ðan average

19 In our study, matched workers have two possible outcomes that they may care
about: ðiÞ informing independent voters about a candidate’s platform and ðiiÞ having
their candidate win the election.While the link between input and the first outcome
is strong, clearly the link between input and the second outcome is very weak. This,
however, is a situation that many mission-oriented workers face.
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increase of 72%Þ. As a result, the profit-maximizing balance is similar to
what we see in many nonprofits: a well-articulated and salient mission
attracts productive workers who are happy to substitute mission utility for
extrinsic incentives. Realizing this is great for nonprofit organizations on a
shoestring budget, but the same fact may allow other, better-funded, orga-
nizations to take advantage of worker goodwill. In other words, our results
are clearly good news for principals because they imply that there are two
ways to motivate agents and that one is much cheaper, though the welfare
gains for agents are less obvious. As a recentNewYork Times article reports
ðSegal 2012Þ, 70% of Apple employees in the United States work in the
company’s retail outlets for about $25,000 a year, and they tend to stay on
because, as one former employee put it, “When you’re working for Apple,
you feel like you’re working for this greater good.”
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